INTRODUCTION
In the design of large space antennas,one of the most stringentdesign requirementsis that of surface accuracy r1,2].While studies have shown that in some cases high-surfaceaccuraciesmay be maintainedwith passive methods [3] , it is expected that for many applicationsactive controls may be needed.
The disturbanceswhich affect the shape of space structuresare of two types.
One type is transientwhich leaves the structureunchangedonce damped out.
Such disturbancesusually call for active or passive controls which enhance the damping of the structure. The second type of disturbanceis typified by fixed deformationssuch as those due to manufacturingerrors [4] or those which are slowly varying and may be consideredquasi-static. These latter disturbances may be offset by slowly-applied,long-actingcorrections. Most research to date has concentratedon the first type of disturbanceand the use of damping actuators [5] . There has been less research on controllingquasi-steady disturbances.
Much of the work reported on active control of quasi-steadydisturbancesis relatedto active control of optical systems such as mirrors (see [6] for a survey of the state of the art of 1978). Generally,the actuatorsemployed are force actuators (e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). Bushnell [7] characterizessome such actuators (e.g. [12, 13] ) as displacementactuatorsbecausethey are stiff enough to enforce a prescribeddisplacementat a point. Another variationof the force actuator in a truss structureis one which effects a change in the length of a member by reelinga cable in or out or by using a screw mechanism. This approach is used on some antennas (e.g. F14]) to correct fabricationerrors, albeit on the ground rather than in orbit. A recently-proposed alternative [15] is the use of applied temperatureson the structure.
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The present paper describes a follow-oneffort from that of [15] , namely the optimal placement of force or temperaturecontrol actuators in a flexible structure to correct static surface distortion. When the sites available for location placement are a continuum,the problem can be treated by standard continuous optimizationtechniques. For example, [16] contains a survey of techniques employed for actuator placement in vibrationcontrol, and [17] describes actuator placement for static shape control. In many practical problems, only discrete sites are available. The optimal selection of the locations becomes an integer programingproblem which is usually much more difficult and costly to solve than a continuousoptimizationproblem [18] . This discrete site problem has received relativelylittle attention.
Because of the high cost of solving integer programingproblems rigorously, there is merit in consideringheuristic site selectiontechniqueswhich obtain near-optimalsolutionsat a relativelylow computationcost. In [16] and [Ig] heuristicmethods were developed in connectionwith actuator and sensor placement for vibraton control problems. An importantadjunct to these technqiuesis the rapid evaluationof the effect of adding or eliminating actuators. Reference [16] describesapproximatemethods for this type of evaluation in vibrationcontrol problems. The present paper describes two heuristic algorithmsfor actuator placement for static shape control. The paper also develops rigorousyet rapid analysis methods to evaluate the effects of adding or deleting actuators.
The methods discussed in the paper are applied to two problems: a freefree beam and a 55m space truss parabolicantenna reflector. 
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. from [15] are summarizedherein. The reader is directed to [15] for a similar derivation for force controls.
'
The structure is assumed to be in earth orbit and possess rigid body degrees of freedom. The structure is defined over some region n and it is assumed that its desired shape has been distorted by an amount ¢(Q) where Q is a point in _. It is also assumed that the distortion can be accurately measured. The disturbanceis corrected by prescribingtemperaturesat n high-thermal-expansion inserts (actuators)placed in the structure. The disturbance € is assumed to be slowly varying so that the actuator inputs may be calculatedby a quasi-staticanalysis.
The residual displacement €u is the sum of the disturbed shape and the
where Ti is the change in temperatureof the ith actuator with respect to the temperatureat which € is measured and ui is the displacementdue to a unit value of Ti.
The best values of Ti are those which most effectivelynullify € and cause €u to be close to zero. A common measure of the smallness of _u is based on the ms value
. where vo is a referencevolume. The necessarycondition for a minimum is )u2 n B_j : (2/Vo) C€ +_ uiTi) " ujdR :
Equation (3) is a system of n linear algebraic equationsfor the control temperaturesand may be written as
where the component aij of the matrix A is aij =/ ui • ujd_ (5) and the jth componentof the right-hand-side,rj is
The ratio of controlledto uncontrolledrms distortion,g is given by g2/ *2d (
It follows from Eqs.
(1), (4), (7) that
THE EFFECT OF REMOVING OR ADDING ONE ACTUATOR
The optimizationalgorithmsused in this paper always compare a given configurationto another which is identicalexcept that one actuator has either been removed or added. To reduce the computationalcost of these algorithms,
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. quick reanalysisproceduresare derived below to assess performance for these special cases.
Removing an Actuator
Eq. (4) where TO is the nominal vector of actuator temperatures (TO = A-lr),
From Equations (12) and (13) it follows that
where aii-1 is the ith diagonal of A"1. Then from Eqs. (8) , (13), and 
SELECTION OF OPTIMAL ACTUATORLOCATIONS
The problem of selecting n actuator locationsfrom a set of m available sites can be formulatedand solved by standard integer programmingtechniques [18] . However, these tend to be extremelycostly when the number of available sites is large compared to the number of actuators. This is due to the large number of possible combinationsof placementconfigurations. For example, the number of possibilitiesfor choosing 20 actuator locations from 100 sites is 5.4
x 1020. This paper proposes two heuristicalgorithmswhich improve a trial set of actuator locationsat a moderate computationalcost. Additionally,a study is made of another heuristicalgorithmdue to DeLorenzo and Skelton ([16] and [19] ). Table I and figure 1(b) ).
The results summarizedin Table 2 First, we tried to find the best locations for 12 actuators. In an earlier study [15] , where intuitive actuator placement was employed, 12 actuators on the lower surface gave g = 0.412. The ESPSalgorithm yielded g = 0.275, and the DeLorenzoalgorithm [16] when applied to this problem did not perform well, producing g = 0.459, which is worse than the configurationchosen intuitivelyin [15] . This is likely due to the generallypoor performanceof this algorithm when the number of actuators is much less than the number of possible sites. To check whether the result from the DeLorenzomethod correspondedto a local minimum it was used as an initial configurationfor the ESPS algorithm. The ESPS algorithmmoved from the DeLorenzodesign and converged to one having g = 0.282 which is quite close to the best design obtained previouslyby ESPS.
The actuator locationsfrom the ESPS, WOBI, and DeLorenzo algorithmsare shown in Figure 6 along with the locationsused in [15] . 
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The results of the comparisonof the three algorithmsare summarizedin Consequently,when the number of actuatorsis a large fraction of the number of availablesites, the DeLorenzotechniquewould be a reasonablygood choice. Table 3 suggests that for antenna structuresit may be difficultto satisfy high 
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